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MONTGOMERY COUNTY HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 

STAFF REPORT 

Address: 7329 Carroll Ave., Takoma Park Meeting Date: 6/26/2019 

Resource: Outstanding Resource Report Date: 6/19/2019 

Takoma Park Historic District 

Applicant: Colin J. and Kristin Treado Public Notice: 6/12/2019 

Review: HAWP Tax Credit: Yes  

Case Number: 37/03-19BB Staff: Dan Bruechert 

PROPOSAL: Front Stair Replacement 

RECOMMENDATION 

Staff recommends the HPC approve the HAWP application. 

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 

SIGNIFICANCE: Outstanding Resource within the Takoma Park Historic District 

STYLE: Craftsman 

DATE: 1923 

Figure 1: 7329 Carroll Ave.
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PROPOSAL 
 
The applicant proposes to replace the existing wood front stairs and install new wood stairs. 
 

APPLICABLE GUIDELINES 

 

When reviewing alterations and additions for new construction to Contributing Resources within 

the Takoma Park Historic District, decisions are guided by the Takoma Park Historic District 

Design Guidelines (Design Guidelines) and Montgomery County Code Chapter 24A (Chapter 

24A), and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation (the Standards).  

 

Takoma Park Historic District Design Guidelines  

There are two very general, broad planning and design concepts which apply to all categories. 

These are:  

 

The design review emphasis will be restricted to changes that are at all visible from the 

public right-of-way, irrespective of landscaping or vegetation (it is expected that the 

majority of new additions will be reviewed for their impact on the overall district), and,  

 

The importance of assuring that additions and other changes to existing structures act to 

reinforce and continue existing streetscape, landscape, and building patterns rather than 

to impair the character of the district.  

 

Outstanding Resources have the highest level of architectural and/or historical significance.  

While they will receive the most detailed level of design review, it is permissible to make 

sympathetic alterations, changes and additions.  The guiding principles to be utilized by the 

Historic Preservation Commission are the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 

Rehabilitation 

 

Specifically, some of the factors to be considered in reviewing HAWPs on Outstanding 

Resources: 

 

Plans for all alterations should be compatible with the resource’s original design; 

additions, specifically, should be sympathetic to existing architectural character, 

including massing, height, setback, and materials 

 

Preservation of original building materials and use of appropriate, compatible new 

materials is encourages 

 

All changes and additions should respect existing environmental settings, landscaping, 

and patterns of open space 

 

Montgomery County Code, Chapter 24A Historic Resources Preservation  

 (b)     The commission shall instruct the director to issue a permit, or issue a permit subject to 

such conditions as are found to be necessary to insure conformity with the purposes and 

requirements of this chapter, if it finds that:            
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(1)     The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of an historic site or 

historic resource within an historic district; or 

(2)     The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical, 

archeological, architectural or cultural features of the historic site or the historic district in 

which an historic resource is located and would not be detrimental thereto or to the 

achievement of the purposes of this chapter; or 

 

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation 

2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved.  The removal of 

distinctive materials or alteration of features, space and spatial relationships that 

characterize a property will be avoided. 

3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use.  Changes 

that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or 

elements from other historic properties, will not be undertaken. 

5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes and construction techniques or examples of 

craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved. 

 

STAFF DISCUSSION 
 

The applicant proposes replace the existing wood and composite stairs and railing with a new set 

of stairs.  Staff finds the proposed work is appropriate and recommends approval.   

 

The existing stairs are not historic and show significant signs of rot and damage.  The existing 

treads are Trex and the steps and railing are not original to the building.  The proposed new stairs 

will be wood with a wood railing.  The new stairs will alter the rise of the existing stairs and add 

two additional treads.  The new stairs will project 97 ½” (ninety-seven and one-half inch) from 

the porch.  The existing stairs currently project 82” (eighty-two inches) from the front of the 

porch.  The other proposed change in the design at the front is the size of the square railing post 

will increase in size from the existing 4” × 4” (four inches by four inches) to a larger 6” × 6” (six 

inches by six inches).  The railing will maintain the 2” × 2” (two inch by two inch) pickets. 

 

Staff finds that the existing stairs and railing are not historic, and their removal will not affect the 

historic integrity of the house or the surrounding district and Staff recommends approval. 

 

The new stairs maintain the design of the existing stairs but will be done in a configuration that 

complies with existing building code regarding the rise/run of the steps.  Staff finds that the new 

stairs are an appropriate material and are done in a design that is compatible with the historic 

house (per the Design Guidelines and 24A-8(b)(2).  Staff finds that the additional 15” (fifteen 

inch) projection of the front stairs is not a significant alteration that will alter the character of the 

house or the surrounding streetscape.  Staff recommends approval of the new stairs and railing. 

 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

 

Staff recommends that the Commission approve the HAWP application; and with the general 

condition applicable to all Historic Area Work Permits that the applicant will present 3 permit 

sets of drawings to HPC staff for review and stamping prior to submission for permits (if 

applicable).  After issuance of the Montgomery County Department of Permitting Services (DPS) 
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permit, the applicant will arrange for a field inspection by calling the DPS Field Services Office at 

240-777-6370 prior to commencement of work and not more than two weeks following 

completion of work.  
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